PUDDLEDUCKS
Nursery and Pre-School

Puddleducks

HEALTH AND SAFETY
GENERAL STANDARDS
POLICY

__________________________________________________________________
Designated Health and Safety Officer is: Paula Fry
Our Safeguarding and Child Protection policy underpins Health and Safety
We display the necessary health and safety poster in each play room
Aim
Our provision is a suitable, clean and safe place for children to be cared for, where they can
grow and learn. We meet all statutory requirements for health and safety and fulfil the criteria
for meeting the Early Years Foundation Stage Safeguarding and Welfare Requirements.
Objectives


We recognise that we have a corporate responsibility and duty of care towards those who
work in and receive a service from our provision. Individual staff and service users also have
responsibility for ensuring their own safety as well as that of others. Adherence to policies
and procedures and risk assessment is the key means through which this is achieved.



Insurance is in place (including public liability) and an up-to-date certificate is always
displayed in the main lobby



Risk assessment is carried out to ensure the safety of children, staff, parents, and visitors.
Legislation requires all those individuals in the given workplace to be responsible for the
health and safety of premises, equipment and working practices.



Smoking is not allowed on the premises, both indoors and outdoors. If children use any
public space that has been used for smoking, members of staff ensure that there is
adequate ventilation to clear the atmosphere. Staff do not smoke in their work clothes and
are requested not to smoke within at least one hour of working with children. The use of
electronic cigarettes is not allowed on the premises.



Staff must not be under the influence of alcohol or any other substance which may affect
their ability to care for children. If staff are taking medication that they believe may
impair them, they seek further medical advice and only work directly with children if that
advice is that the medication is unlikely to impair their ability to look after children. The
setting manager must be informed.



Alcohol must not be bought onto the premises for consumption.



A risk assessment (Generic risk assessment) and access audit (Access audit form) are
carried out for each area and the procedure is modified according to needs identified for
the specific environment.



Risk assessments are monitored and reviewed by those responsible for health and safety.

Group rooms, stair ways and corridors


Significant changes such as structural alterations or extensions are reported to Ofsted. A
risk assessment is done to ensure the security of the building during building work.



Door handles are placed high or alternative safety measures are in place.



Chairs are stacked safely and not too high.



There are no trailing wires; all radiators are guarded.



Windows are opened regularly to ensure flow of air.



Floors are properly dried after mopping up spills.



Staff and visitors remove outdoor shoes in baby areas.



Children do not have unsupervised access to stairways and corridors.



Stair gates are in place at the foot and top of the stairs.



Floor covering on stairways and corridors is checked for signs of wear and tear.



There are child height stair rails as well as adult height in place.



Children are led walking upstairs one at a time and hold the rail.



Staff hold the hand of toddlers and children who require assistance.



Materials and equipment are not generally stored in corridors, but where this is the case, it
does not block clear access or way out.



Walkways and stairs are uncluttered and adequately lit.



Stairways and corridors are checked to ensure that safety and security is maintained,
especially in areas that are not often used, or where there is access to outdoors



Socket safety inserts are not used as there is no safety reason to do so, modern plug
sockets are designed to remove risk of electrocution if something is poked into them.
Socket covers (that cover the whole socket and switch) may be used, please note these are
different to socket inserts.



The use of blinds with cords is avoided. Any blinds fitted with cords are always secured by
cleats. There are no dangling cords.

Outdoors


All gates and fences are childproof, safe, and secure.



Areas are checked daily to make sure animal droppings, litter, glass etc. is removed. Staff
wear rubber gloves to do this.



Bushes or overhanging trees are checked to ensure they do not bear poisonous berries.



Stinging nettles and brambles are removed.



Safety mats are provided under climbing equipment, even when on grass



Wooden equipment is maintained safely, put away daily and not used if broken.



Wooden equipment is sanded and varnished as required.



Broken climbing equipment or outdoor toys are removed and reported to the setting
manager.



Children are always supervised within ratios outside.



Children are suitably attired for the weather conditions and type of outdoor activities.



Children are supervised on climbing equipment, especially younger children.



Water play is not left out but is cleared, cleaned and stored after each use.



Receptacles are left upturned to prevent collection of rainwater, this is important in areas
where there are vermin to prevent urine/faeces contaminating the water.



Sightings of vermin are recorded and reported to the manager who reports to the
Environmental Health’s Pest Control Department.



Outdoor areas that have flooded are not used until cleaned down and restored. Grassed
areas are not played on for at least one week after the floodwater has gone.



If paddling pools are used, a risk assessment is conducted, and consideration given to the
needs of disabled children or those less ambulant.

Sun Care
Young children need special care when they are in the sun. They love playing outdoors, but they
are not aware of how the sun can damage their skin. So as adults it is important that we take
precautions for them.
The benefits children gain from playing in the sun are the absorption of vitamin D, improved
physical and mental well-being and the learning potential the outdoor environment offers.
It is important therefore that children, especially young children, are given the protection they
deserve. (Health Education Authority 1998)
Procedures


Staff to provide protective care for all children over the summer months (April –
September).



Staff will encourage children to apply their own cream with help and support where
required. Only visible body parts will be protected.



Staff will apply protective cream to faces and neck.



Staff to ensure all children wear hats, preferably legionnaire style hats, when playing
outside during the hours 11am – 3pm. Outside play will be restricted to limited periods in
extreme weather conditions.



Children who have no adequate means of sun protection, such as a hat, long sleeves and
trousers or sun cream, will not be able to play outdoors in un-shaded areas.



We request all families provide sun cream factor 15+ for their child / children, clearly
labelled, to be stored and used at the setting.



To dress their child in appropriate clothing and footwear and provide sun hats at all
times.

Drones
If there are concerns about a ‘drone’ being flown over the outdoor area that may compromise
children’s safety or privacy, the setting manager will contact the police on 101.


Children will be bought inside immediately.



Parents will be informed that a Drone has been spotted flying over the outdoor area and will
be advised fully of the actions taken by the setting.



The police will have their own procedures to follow and will act accordingly.



If at any point following the incident, photographs taken by a drone emerge on social media
that could identify the nursery or individual children, these are reported to the police.



A record is completed in the Notifiable Incident Record unless there is reason to believe
that the incident might have safeguarding implications, for example:

-

the drone has hovered specifically over the outdoor area for any length of time

-

there is a likelihood that images of the children have been recorded

-

is spotted on more than one occasion

-

if the Police believe there is cause for concern

Where this is the case, Safeguarding children, young people and vulnerable adults’ procedures
are followed.
Staff cloakrooms


All areas are kept tidy and always uncluttered.



Doors to staff/visitor toilets and cloakrooms are kept always shut.



Staff are provided with lockers or a secure area for storing personal belongings, including
any medication they are taking. Lockers are emptied each evening.



Toilet areas are not used for storage due to the risk of cross-contamination.



Staff/visitor toilets are cleaned daily using disinfectant.



Toilet flush handles are disinfected daily.



There is a toilet brush provided per toilet and separate cleaning cloth.



Toilets that are not in use are checked to ensure that the U-bend is not drying out and are
flushed every week. Taps that are not in use are run for several minutes every two to three
days to minimise the risk of infections such as legionella.



Cubicle doors and handles are washed weekly.



Staff hand basins are cleaned daily using disinfectant. Separate cloths are used to clean
basins etc. and are not interchanged with those used for cleaning toilets.



Floors in staff toilets are washed daily.



Mirrors and tiled splash backs are washed daily.



Paper towels or hot air dryers are provided for hand drying.



Bins are provided for sanitary wear and cleared daily (or as per contract agreement).



Bins are provided for disposal of paper towels and are cleared daily.



All bins are lined with plastic bags.



Members of staff who are cleaning toilets wear rubber gloves that are kept specifically for
this purpose to prevent cross contamination.

Maintenance and repairs
Any faulty equipment or building fault is recorded, including:

-

date fault noted

-

item or area faulty

-

nature of the fault and priority

-

who the fault reported to for action

-

action taken and when

-

if no action taken by the agreed date, when and by whom the omission is followed up

-

date action completed

Any area that is unsafe because repair is needed, such as a broken window, should be made safe
and separated off from general use.


Any broken or unsafe item is taken out of use and labelled ‘out of use’.



Any specialist equipment (e.g. corner seat for a disabled child) which is broken or unsafe
should be returned to the manufacturer or relevant professional.



Any item that is beyond repair is condemned. This action is recorded as the action taken and
the item is removed from the setting’s inventory.



Condemning items is done in agreement with the setting manager. Condemned items are then
disposed of appropriately and not stored indefinitely on site.



Where maintenance and repairs involve a change of access to the building whilst repairs are
taking place, then a risk assessment is conducted to ensure the safety and security of the
building is maintained.

Manual handling

•

All staff comply with risk assessment and have a personal responsibility to ensure they do
not lift objects likely to cause injury. Failure to do so may invalidate an insurance claim.

•

Members of staff bring the setting manager’s attention to any new risk, or situations where
the control measures are not working.

•

Risk assessments may need to be changed for some individuals, such as a pregnant woman, or
staff with an existing or previous injury or impairment that may affect their capacity to
lift.

•

Risk assessment is carried out of the environment in which the lifting is done. Features such
as uneven floor surfaces, stairs, etc. add to the general risk and need to be taken into
consideration.

•

The setting manager ensures that they and their staff are trained to lift and move heavy
objects and unstable loads correctly. Babies and young children are also heavy and need to
be lifted and carried carefully and correctly.

Guidelines:

•

Do not lift heavy objects alone. Seek help from a colleague.

•

Bend from the knees rather than the back.

•

Do not lift very heavy objects. Even with others. That are beyond your strength.

•

Use trolleys for heavy items that must be carried or moved on a regular basis.

•

Items should not be lifted onto, or from, storage areas above head height.

•

Do not stand on objects, other than proper height steps, to reach high objects and never
try to over-reach.

•

Push rather than pull heavy objects.

•

Do not carry heavy objects up or down stairs; or carry large objects that may block your
view of the stairs.

Please note this is not an exhaustive list.

•

Managers are responsible for carrying out risk assessment for manual handling operations,
which includes lifting/carrying children and lifting/carrying furniture or equipment.

Entrances and approach to the building


Entrances and approaches are kept tidy and always uncluttered.



All gates and external fences are childproof and safe



Front doors are always kept locked and shut.



The identity of a person not known to members of staff is checked before they enter the
building.



All staff and visitors to the setting sign in and out of the building.



A member of staff is available to open and close the door and to greet arrivals, say goodbye
to parents and to make sure that doors and gates are shut.



Back doors are always kept locked and shut if they may lead to a public or unsupervised
area, unless this breaches fire safety regulations or other expectations.



Where building works or repairs mean that normal entrances/exits or approaches to the
building are not in use, a risk assessment is conducted to maintain safety and security whilst
the changes are in place.



Whilst social distancing restrictions are in place a risk assessment identifies measures
required to keep parents two metres apart and to reduce risk of parents gathering in
entrance areas during peak times.

Control of Substances Hazardous to Health (COSHH)


Staff implement the current guidelines of the Control of Substances Hazardous to Health
(COSHH) Regulations.



Personal protective equipment (PPE), such as rubber gloves, latex free/vinyl gloves, aprons
etc., is available to all staff as needed and stocks are regularly replenished.



Hazardous substances are stored safely away from the children.



Chemicals used in the setting should be kept to the minimum to ensure health and hygiene is
maintained.



Risk assessment is done for all chemicals used in the setting.



Environmental factors are considered when purchasing, using and disposing of chemicals.



All members of staff are vigilant and use chemicals safely.



Anti-bacterial soap/hand wash is not normally used, unless specifically advised during an
infection outbreak, such as Pandemic flu or Coronavirus.



Anti-bacterial cleaning agents are restricted to toilets, nappy changing areas and food
preparation areas and are not used when children are nearby.



Members of staff wear rubber gloves when using cleaning chemicals.

Festival (and other) decorations
General

•

Basic safety precautions apply equally to decorations put up for any festival as well as to
general decorations in the setting. Children are informed of dangers and safe behaviour,
relative to their level of understanding.

Decorations

•

Only fire-retardant decorations and fire-retardant artificial Christmas trees are used.

•

Paper decorations, other than mounted pictures, are not permitted in the public areas of the
buildings, for example, lobbies, stairwells etc.

Electrical equipment.

•

Electrical equipment (a light, extension leads etc) must be electrically tested before use.

•

If using tree lights, place the tree close to an electrical socket and avoid using extension
leads. Always fully uncoil any wound extension lead to avoid overheating.

•

Remember to unplug the lights at the end of the day.

•

Electrical leads are arranged in such a way that they do not create a trip hazard.

Location

•

Trees and decorations must never obstruct walkways or fire exits.

•

Do not place decorations on or close to electrical equipment (e.g. computers); they are a fire
hazard.

•

Decorations must be clear of the ceiling fire detectors, sprinklers, and lights.

Children’s areas

•

Christmas trees are placed where children cannot pull them over.

•

Glass decorations are not used.

Legal references
Health and Safety at Work etc Act 1974
Health and Safety (Consultation with Employees) Regulations 1996
Management of Health and Safety at Work Regulations (1992)
Regulatory Reform (Fire Safety) Order 2005)
Electricity at Work Regulations (1989)
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